
 

24.961  Features:  2   Organization below t he  Root  Node  

[1].  Research  from  1980’s by C lements,  Halle,  and o thers suggested t hat  features are organized 
into  a  hierarchy.  This  general  line  of  study  was  called  Feature  Geometry.  
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[2]	  root node:  gross sound  class:  [consonantal], [sonorant]  

 cavity:  pharyngeal,  supralaryngeal  

 articulators:  Labial,  Dorsal,  Coronal;  Soft  Palate,  Tongue  Root,  Glottal  (Halle  1982)  

 terminal  features:  [nasal],  [voice],  [anterior], [back], etc.  

[3]  	 stricture f eatures  of  [continuant],  [strident], and  [lateral]  are problematic;  

•	  [lateral] and [st rident] are a lmost  exclusively d ependents of  the C oronal  articulator  
•	  most  sounds  have  multiple  articulators:  e.g.  [m]:  Labial,  Soft-Palate,  Glottal  
•	  stricture  (manner) fe atures  like [continuant]  must  be linked to the  major  articulator  for   

proper  phonetic  interpretation   
•	  Halle-Sagey arrow  was  a  device  that  assigned  manner  features  to  a  particular  articulator  

[4] evidence  for th e  hierarchy  
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•	 OCP (Obligatory Contour Principle: Leben 1973) 
•	 Bans two successive segments that are “identical” 
•	 Arabic root constraints defined over major articulators (McCarthy 1991): labial, coronal 

obstruent, coronal sonorant, dorsal, guttural 
•	 articulators are located on separate tiers; [m b t] and [m t b] both violate OCP and so in 

order to fall under the *X-X rubric, the [m] must see past the [t] to be penalized by the [b] 
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[5] assimilation as spreading 

•	 Single terminal feature: voicing in cat[s] vs. dog[z]; nasal in Korean /kuk-min/ > kuŋmin 
‘(Korean) people’, 

•	 Complete assimilation: last time Tigrinya t-, Berber n-
•	 Intermediate node (Clements 1985) 

English coronal stops and nasal assimilate the minor place features of following coronal 
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Anc. Gk: assimilation of [voice] and [spread gl] dependents of Glottal articulator 
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[6] reduction as elimination of parts of tree 

• s > h; Caribbean Spanish: me[h], mes-e[h] ‘month’ 
• t > ?; English glottaling of tʔ 
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[7]. problems: features that spread together might not form a constituent in the articulator model 
Odden 1991 Mari (Eastern Cheremis) 

i ü e ö a ə o u 
high + + - - - - - + 

low - - - - + - - -
back - - - - + + + + 

round - + - + - - + + 

• back and round spread but not height 
• acoustically based: color features of [back] and [round] reflected in F2 (second formant) 

üp-šö his hair surt-šo his house kit-še his hand 
šös-žö his milk boz-šo his wagon šužar-že his sister 

bokten-že beside it 
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[8] spreading details 

•	 Oral place nodes Labial, Coronal, Dorsal look past one another in Arabic OCP and hence 
are located on different tiers 

•	 Padgett’s (1991) Generalization: stricture features of [±cons] and [±contin] always 
spread along with place features in place assimilation: ft > tt, *st; nw > w ̃w, *mw 

•	 Stricture features do not spread by themselves: ps -/-> fs; 
•	 Sudanese Arabic (Hamid 1984) 

Kenstowicz, Michael. Phonology in Generative Grammar. Blackwell Publishing, 1994. © Blackwell Publishing. All rights reserved
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[t]-[ʃ] -> ʃ-ʃ , *tʃ-ʃ 

[9] From the OT perspective, much of the work performed by feature classes and nodes is taken 
over by markedness constraints 

Padgett (1994, 2002) Turkish vowel harmony 
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•	 high vowels assimilate [round] and [back]; nonhigh vowels only [back] 
•	 traditionally two separate rules: palatal and labial harmony 
•	 but most Turkic lgs have reflexes of both, suggesting a single process 
•	 feature classes are indicated by co-indexing: [back]c and [round]c 
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imited universal inventory of positions that are of particular phonetic prominence or
s noted earlier (section 3.1), I assume that harmony does not obtain
r range of vowel contrasts found there (due to many disharmonic

leged position I have in mind is the morphological root, and the
relevant positional Ident constraint is given below. The reader is referred to Beckman and
references therein for extensive motivation of the root as a cross-linguistically priveleged position.

(20) IDENTRT(F): Let SI and SO be corresponding segments of the input and output,
where SO is in the Root. Then if SI is specified [ F], SO is specified
[ F], where is +,-, or 0.

Putting together the rankings justified so far, we have *[+rnd, -hi] >> Spread(Color) >>
Ident. Since the vowels [o,ö] are preserved in roots by IdentRt, this constraint must be highest

differently: both vowels originate in the root vowel, but they spread differently. Turkish also
the opposite arrangement: [back] and [round] differing not in what they
nate. They involve disharmonic stems ending in palatalized [ly], as in

s and Sezer 1982). There is a contrast in Turkish stem-finally between
the plain and palatalized lateral; compare (27)b. The palatalized lateral not only bears the feature
[-back], but triggers [back] harmony; this is why the accusative suffix is [-back] in the forms of
(27)a. What is interesting is that the suffix is targeted as expected by the [+round] specification of
the root-final vowel in (27)a, even though it is obviously not affected by the [+back] sprecification
of that vowel. Compare these forms to those in (27)b, which behave as expected according to my
earlier analysis.

With this basic understanding of harmony in hand, we can return to the problem of partial
class behavior. Important to the account is a well-known markedness generalization noted already
(Trubetzkoy 1939): color feature contrasts are most favored in high vowels, less so in mid
vowels, and least of all in low vowels. Further, environments of vowel reduction tend to display
less marked inventories. Haiman (1972) and Hulst and Weijer (1991) note that the reduced vowel
inventory derived by Turkish vowel harmony, shown in (17), should be viewed as less marked in
this sense.

(17) Vowels produced by Turkish harmony

i ü    u
  e   a

In practice, this reduction has sometimes been enforced through a stipulation on roundness
harmony itself (e.g., Lees 1961, Clements and Sezer 1982). Yet there is an independent need in
the theory for an account of the relative markedness of non-high round vowels, as evidenced by
patterns in languages involving both underlying and reduction inventories, and it is therefore
greatly preferable to attribute this property of roundness harmony to the interaction of an
independent constraint, factoring the height stipulation out of the harmony generalization
altogether, as advocated by Haiman (1972). Putting aside further questions concerning the best
account of the cross-linguistic height-color interaction, for convenience I will refer to a constraint
*[+round, -high] (Kirchner 1993, Kaun 1995, abbreviated *[+rnd, -hi]).

Applied to the analysis at hand, the idea is that the ranking between the two constraints
*[+rnd, -hi] >> Spread(Color) is the source of partial class spreading in Turkish. Consider the
next constraint tableau, whose candidates are parallel in structure to those of (16), except that the
candidate with no suffix vowel features is omitted. Candidate (18)a, with perfect harmony, is no
longer optimal, because by spreading [+round] to a non-high vowel it violates *[+rnd, -hi] twice.
Candidates (18)b-c spread only one feature, and (18)d none at all. Because (18)c spreads
[+round], it again violates *[+rnd, -hi] twice. Of (18)b and d, both violate Spread, but (18)b
violates it less and is therefore the output.

 
           

          
          

           
  

           

        
 

      

           
               

          
             

                
           

         
              

                
              

  
             
            

            
            

              
              

                
                

               
                

 

              
            

              
             

              
           

 

     

  

            
               

               
         

             
          

          
            

        
               

             
               

              
              

             
               

       

(16)   

UR:  /son-I/ Spread(Color) Ident 

a.      {[son-]+B}+R-I *!* 

b.  {[son-u]+B}+R ** 

c.      [{son-}+R{ }-R]+B *!* ** 

d.      {[son-]+B[ü]-B}+R *!* ** 

e.      [{son-}+R ]+B [{ }-R]+B *!*** ** 

Padgett, Jaye. “On the Characterization of Feature Classes in Phonology.” Language 78, no. 1 (2002):
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(18)•   spread  of  color features but  dominated  by m arkedness  constraint  *[−high,+round]  

UR:  /son-lAr/ *[+rnd,  -hi] Spread(Color) Ident 
For completeness, (24) shows how the analysis handles forms like pul-lar- n 'stamps

a.  ( ge   n{[.)s'.o Inn- sloucr]h+B fo}r+R ms, all vowels follow**! ing the non-high suffix vowel are predi** ctably unround.
This follows from harmony: since the first suffix vowel is forced to be [-round] by *[+rnd, -hi],

b.  the  b[{sesto onpt-}i+Ron{l isar to} -Rsp]+B read this feature ri* ghtward as well, a** s in candidate (24)** b. Compare this to
c.  t h e   {[cassoe no-f] 'tra[lnösr]pare}ncy' in (24)c, in wh**! ich the final vowel ** is [+round] just as ** the initial vowel is.

In this form+B, it bea-Brs i+R ts own [+round] specification, however, and this leads to more violations of
d.  S pr   e [a{sd.o Ann- }a+R

lte ]rn+B 
a t[iv{lea trr}u-R

e ]t+B 
ransparency * scenario, in whic***!h the*  [+round] value**  of the root actually

spreads to this final vowel while skipping the medial vowel, is assumed to be ruled out by  
positwionahatl evfaeirt hfcoulnsnetrsas inftor s prroot ohibit such vowel skipping, if such a representation is allowed in the

Padgett, Jaye. “On the Characterization of Feature Classes in Phonology.” Language 78, no. 1 (2002):
ssumed to
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d(e24)  at  work, such as Odden (1991) assumes for cases such as Eastern Cheremis. Instead, the
tures [back] and [round] are manipulated directly and individually. Yet they are manipulated by

orceU oRf:   S/pulpre-laAdr(-CIno/ lor), which must thIederenftoRt 
re hav*e[ +sronmd, e - hmi] eansS profe a'rde(cCooglnoirz) ing' thIedseen t features as

olor features, a point I return to in section 5.
a.      {[pul-lor-un]+B}+R *! **** 

19) b.   [{pul-}+R{lar- n}-R]+B *** **** 

     c.      s      [ {pulo   n-}  +R- {l u ar -  }-R{un}+R] +B          s    o    n  -  l    a    r ****!** 

d.       {[p l-lar- n]+B}-R *! ***** 

Padgett, Jaye. “On the Characterization of Feature Classes in Phonology.” Language 78, no. 1 (2002):
81-110. © Linguistic Society of America. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
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[1T0ur]    inkinaasllhs asfufla-cfrftiicxs eamstiv,aikne ce sl udiecqleunaeg rn,cn te oh n(e-P hraiedghsgteroitt cnte2iso0,n0gi 2av) g inag infsotr mnosns-uchihghas rsoounn-dlo rv,oywüze-llsö irs. T nhoits  ires tsphee mcteodre in initial
yllfaabmiliales, rocra aserguaexebmlyplifie, in droboytOs,d gidevne(n1 m99a1n)yo hf itsottoarlicclaals sbosprrreoawdiinnggs. S suucchhs prase madeinlagnokocclui.r sWinhtyh eshould
his•T 	  bureIn ?ki Fc molaalnlnogy wu laiagnneg gKuBaiergghceks ni mz aaassna wl(s a1e l9ls9(sK7im,o il1rna9te 9198 in 6),9  p,I lKaascase uum nto 1 ea 9  9afo5 )dll.iofIwftehinraeg sn nstitooatpsipeo.  Bncut  ioa flbe sftafaiorttuhe sf ua inl nfmreiscayst tceivrome n sstraints
nton etxwtthotoe cy pl amasrsatiey as ld:c etllahesote ss se(p Lrritheeasdturiaincngtia,ebdnut )t, o has icmredplretyan i rntehe  pprh efosreincnoattsloivtgihe ecto caa la  soesrtw omp ho e(rrKephpneloolle)hoigg, leihceanrli rtcaean ttkiheeng ngoracisoeansl ts otorna a  itn hte oneinterferes with Spread.and, anandsa tlhizoesd e ctonthati nuaarent  n o(tPol (siuschh),   aor s  Ident assumed here). The former are argued to involve aIn forms such as son-lar, [back]faial  ntd o [arsosunimd]ilahte a r(mEnglonyishha). v eThe a pa fortlilcoulwainr g w tayypooflobgey h aving

emerges: 
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Lithuanian: *[+nasal, +contin]1, Ident-[contin],  Agree-Place  »  Max-Nasal  

sa[m]-buris   sa[n]-taka  sa[ŋ]-kaba  sa:-skambis,  sa:-šlavos  

/san-buris/  Agree-Place  *[+nasal,+contin]  Ident-cont  Max-Nasal  
> samburis      
/san-ska../      
> sa:-ska…     *  

sas-̃ ska   *!    
sanska  *!     
santska    *!   

Kpelle:  *[+nasal,+contin], Agree-Place,  Max-Nasal,  »  Ident-[contin]  

 /N-polu/   mbolu   
 /N-tia/   ndia   

/Nkɔɔ/   ŋkɔɔ   
/N-fela/   ɱvela   
/N-sua/   ndʒua   

/N-sua/  Agree-Place  *[+nasal,+contin]  Max-Nasal  Ident-[contin]  
> ndʒua     *  
ns ̃ua   *!    
sua    *!   

Polish:  Agree-Place,  Max-Nasal,  Ident-[contin] »  *[+nasal,+contin]  

 zab  [zamp]   tooth  
weg̜iel  [veŋg’el]   coal   
maż̜  [mow ̃ʃ]   husband   
wec̜h  [vewx]   smell   

/monʃ/  Ident-[cont]  Max-nasal  *[+nasal,+contin]  
> mowʃ̃    *  
moʃ   *!   

montʃ  *!    

                                                 

Nasal  fricatives a re  cross-linguistically marked since significant oral airflow is needed to produce  

 (strident)  fricative but  nasal  sounds  shunt  air  into  the nasal  cavity.  

  

 

̜

̃
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English: *[+nasal,+contin], Max-Nasal, Ident-[contin] » Agree-Place 

in-ert, im-possible, im-bue, in-finite, in-valid 

/in-valid/ Ident-[cont] Max-nasal *[+nasal,+contin] Agree-Place 
> invalid * 
imbalid *! 
ivalid *! 

iw̃valid *! 

[11] timing within the segment 

•	 In the classic Jakobsonian feature matrix all features in the segment are simultaneous 
•	 But order is needed for affricates and prenasalized stops while in labio-velars like kp the 

two constrictions are simultaneous; a given instance of time cannot be both [+F] and 
[−F] but two simultaneous closures by different articulators are possible 

o o o  

/ \ / \ / \  

[−contin] [+contin] [+nasal] [−nasal] Dorsal  
Labial  

[ts]	 [mb] [kp] 

[12] Steriade (1993) represents stops and affricates as having two phases: closure followed by release 

•	 Release phase is attachment site for laryngeal features like [spread gl] and [constr gl] 
•	 Loss of release entails loss of these features: cf. Korean path-il ‘field, acc’, pat̚ citation; nac-

il [dz] ‘day, acc., nat̚ citation 
•	 The left face of an affricate behaves like a stop while right-face behaves like a fricative: cf. 

English in-justice bush-ɨz [ʃɪz] crutch-ɨz [tʃɪz] 

Kenstowicz, Michael. Phonology in Generative Grammar . Blackwell Publishing, 1994. © Blackwell
Publishing. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license.
For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Yucatec Mayan 

/k + k / -> [h + k], /t + tʃ / -> [h + tʃ], /ts + t / -> [s + t], [tʃ + t / -> [ʃ + t] 

[13] Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1989, Gafos 2002) 

•	 a speech sound involves a constriction in the vocal tract 
•	 Gesture is a representation of the constriction in terms of three simultaneous specifications 

Active articulator: tongue tip, lips, tongue dorsum, etc  

Constriction site: dental, alveolar, postalveolar, etc  

Constriction degree: max, min, etc.  

• 
•	 given that a gesture is single entity, assimilation involves extending the entire unit in time 

relative to an adjacent gesture 
•	 the simultaneous spread of place and constriction stipulated in Padgett’s Generalization 

then follows necessarily 
•	 also the fact that stricture features never spread independent of place also follows: xt -/-> kt; 

we don’t find xt > kt; but there can be dissimilation for stricture features as in tt > st 
•	 Vowel copy within the same syllable has been represented as the “unveiling” of a vocalic 

articulation that occurs simultaneously with the onset consonant 

Dorsey’s Law in Winnebago CRVC > CVRVC 

ʃ-wa-ʒok > ʃawaʒok you mash 
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  hikroho  -> hikoroho  he  prepares  

•	  Cf.  Slavic  polnoglasie: CVRC >  CVRVC   berz-a  ‘birch’     berez-a   Russian  
•	  The  fact  that  the  copying  is  most  likely  to  happen  across  a  liquid/sonorant  could have  its  

roots in  simple  co-articulation  with  the sonorant  reflecting the formants  of  the adjacent  
vowel    
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